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PrivateGSM - All editions - Version 2.0.3076

Improvements

[PS-725] - Disable by default nrpe in network segregation
[PS-730] - Hide watchdog sessions from SIP sessions log
[PS-740] - Configure application timeout and setting editing via provisioning profile
[PS-758] - Add customer support phone numbers and email to rebranded material
[PS-786] - Disabled caching for every kind of pages
[PS-795] - Show PrivateServer version only to logged-in users
[PS-797] - Web username check is case-sensitive
[PS-798] - Multiple web connections are not possible for the same user
[PS-804] - Preset SDES as default security model on account creation
[PS-809] - Group name shown into account list page
[PS-820] - Reverse order for installation/activation SMS events under provisioning section
[PS-830] - Preset SMS gateway URL, using provider default URL
[PS-850] - Let administrator to enable/disable easily asterisk verbose logging
[PS-863] - Add Src Group and Dst Group Filter in CDR List
[PS-903] - Show version of libsrtp package
[PS-904] - Show version of privateserver-servertest package

Fixed Bugs

[PS-732] - Certificate check fails creating a new TlsKeyPair if CA root is not loaded in chain 
[PS-693] - Issues with accented letter in PrivateServer web interface
[PS-720] - CDR: cannot sort/filter by src/dst owner
[PS-735] - SIP Trunk creation form has Name and Secret always mandatory
[PS-736] - No outbound trunk in the web console after deleting an old trunk and its associated rules
[PS-783] - SIP sessions cannot be filtered by timestamp field
[PS-784] - SIP sessions cannot be filtered by source field
[PS-787] - Autocompletion is enabled for password fields
[PS-799] - XSS attack on CDR pages
[PS-800] - Tomcat version is visible when accessing trough reverse proxy
[PS-813] - No validation on activation code in provisioning profile
[PS-822] - AuditLogEvent List filter clear doesn't work
[PS-826] - An admin can delete ROLE_ADMIN
[PS-843] - No source owner name in CDR list for calls directed to 600 echo service
[PS-849] - CDR list shows NULL for SRC and DST owner if not set
[PS-855] - Provisioning base URL doesn't change after UI update
[PS-857] - Dialplan put "NULL" strings in CDR data for unknown src_descr / src_name and dst_descr / dst_name
[PS-859] - Creating an account shows “account updated” instead of “account created”
[PS-861] - Restore backup fails with large files
[PS-867] - Disable account: msg "user does not exist"
[PS-869] - Timeouts in provisioning profile set to 0
[PS-892] - Asterisk stops processing SDES INVITE messages
[PS-894] - Not possible to filter AtuhenticationEvent by Timestamp field
[PS-900] - Display blank Src and Dst owner in CDR List
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